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Creative Marketing (now Creative One) is a financial marketing
organization focused on helping agents and financial advisors
buildf their insurance, annuity, and security practices. They provide
everything from efficient access to providers and wholesale policies to
proprietary tools and marketing support.
Creative Marketing was looking to reshape their brand and reframe
their voice without losing the positive equity they had already
established. After numerous attempts internally as well with other
agencies, they brought Born Collective in to help achieve their goals.
Our team approached the challenge knowing that we not only
needed to understand what made Creative Marketing tick, but we
needed to find out what motivates their clients. Insurance and financial
brokers are a unique breed whether they are top producers or just
getting their feet wet. They are extremely driven, goal oriented, and
competitive–not only with their career but with life in general.
Taking all of this insight into consideration we presented three unique
idea platforms. The first was called Take Off. Start Here; the second,
Thrive On, and the third, Be Limitless, which the client selected and is
profiled here.
We developed ideas and tactics with both internal and external
audiences in mind and consistently made an effort to tap into the
aspirations of individuals, the organization, and the collaborative
partnerships. We created engaging and interactive pieces that
enticed people to participate in the overriding Be Limitless theme.
The Creative Marketing team was thrilled with our thinking and
execution. The follow-up email after our initial pitch presentation went
as follows…“I have fired three agencies on this specific challenge. Each

could not seem to push the initial strategy to interpret it for external
audiences well enough. Thanks to you and your team on putting in the
time, thinking and creativity to deliver.”

Tactics included:
Brand refinement+
Print advertisement+
Website+
Internal posters+
Collateral
Custom VIP microsite+
shown

+

